GE’s Big Bet on Data and Analytics

Seeking opportunities in the Internet of Things, GE expands into industrial analytics.
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GE’s Big Bet on Data and Analytics

If software experts truly knew what Jeff Immelt and GE Digital were doing, there’s no other software company on the planet where they would rather be.

—Bill Ruh, CEO of GE Digital and CDO for GE

Introduction

In September 2015, multinational conglomerate General Electric (GE) launched an ad campaign featuring a recent college graduate, Owen, excitedly breaking the news to his parents and friends that he has just landed a computer programming job — with GE. Owen tries to tell them that he will be writing code to help machines communicate, but they’re puzzled; after all, GE isn’t exactly known for its software. In one ad, his friends feign excitement, while in another, his father implies Owen may not be macho enough to work at the storied industrial manufacturing company.

The campaign was designed to recruit Millennials to join GE as Industrial Internet developers and remind them — using GE’s new watchwords, “The digital company. That’s also an industrial company.” — of GE’s massive digital transformation effort. GE has bet big on the Industrial Internet — the convergence of industrial machines, data, and the Internet (also referred to as the Internet of Things) — committing $1 billion to put sensors on gas turbines, jet engines, and other machines; connect them to the cloud; and analyze the resulting flow of data to identify ways to improve machine productivity and reliability. “One billion dollars represents a big swing for GE,” says Brian Palmer, CEO of GE Oil & Gas Digital Solutions business. “It signals this is real, this is our future.”

While many software companies like SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft have traditionally been focused on providing technology for the back office, GE is leading the development of a new breed of operational technology (OT) that literally sits on top of industrial machinery. Long known as the
technology that controls and monitors machines, OT now goes beyond these functions by connecting machines via the cloud and using data analytics to help predict breakdowns and assess the machines’ overall health. GE executives say they are redefining industrial automation by extracting lessons from the IT revolution and customizing them for rugged heavy-industrial environments.

One such environment is the oil and gas industry, where GE sees a $1 billion opportunity for its OT software. In an industry where a single unproductive day on a platform can cost a liquified natural gas (LNG) facility as much as $25 million, the holy grail for oil and gas is minimizing “unplanned downtime” — time that equipment is unable to operate due to a malfunction. Ashley Haynes-Gaspar, software and services general manager at GE Oil & Gas, notes that refining operations are typically tightly run but are in hard-to-access, remote locations. Increasing uptime is critical — particularly with oil prices at their lowest in six years. “An average midsize LNG facility sees five down days a year. That’s $125 million to $150 million. For an offshore platform, it can be $7 million per day, including oil deferrals, and these assets are never down for a single day. They have got to figure out how to drive productivity in their existing assets,” she says, “especially now that they are facing declining revenues from lower energy prices.”

Improving the productivity of existing assets by even a single percentage point can generate significant benefits in the oil and gas sector (and in other sectors). “The average recovery rate of an oil well is 35%, meaning 65% of a well’s potential draw is left in the earth because available technology makes it too expensive,” explains Haynes-Gaspar. “If we can help raise that 35% to 36%, the world’s output will increase by 80 billion barrels — the equivalent of three years of global supply. The economic implications are huge.”

GE executives believe software, data, and analytics will be central to the company’s ability to differentiate itself within the oil and gas industry. “I think the race is on from a competition perspective,” says Haynes-Gaspar, “and everybody understands the size of the Industrial Internet prize.”

In September 2015, GE projected its revenue from software products would reach $15 billion by 2020 — three times its 2015 bookings. While software sales today are derived largely from traditional measurement and control offerings, GE expects that by 2020, most software revenue will come from its Predix software, a cloud-based platform for creating Industrial Internet applications.

GE has long had the ability to collect machine data: Sensors have been riding on GE machines for years. But these pre-Internet of Things (IoT) sensors were used to conduct real-time operational performance monitoring, such as displaying a pressure reading on a machine, not to collect data. Indeed, a technician would often take a reading from a machine to check its performance and then discard the data.

GE researched companies that were producing high-quality data analytics quickly and inexpensively,
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but it wasn't the traditional IT companies that were excelling; it was the consumer-facing Internet giants. GE drew lessons from these companies around speed and cost, though the scale and data were different. Indeed, the sheer volume of data that GE hoped to collect — 50 million data variables from 10 million sensors installed on its machines — would be many times more than most social and retail sites could ever generate. “Machines generate time-series data, which is very different than social or transactional data. We had to optimize for the kinds of analytics that would help us understand the behavior of machines,” says Bill Ruh, GE's chief digital officer.

To handle these massive data sets, GE needed a new platform for connecting, securing, and analyzing data. They began developing their solution in 2012, a cloud-based software platform named Predix that could provide machine operators and maintenance engineers with real-time information to schedule maintenance checks, improve machine efficiency, and reduce downtime. Initially developed for GE, not only would this data inform their own product development activities, but it would also lower costs in its service agreements. “When we agree to provide service for a customer's machine, it often comes with a performance guarantee,” explains Kate Johnson, vice president and chief commercial officer, GE Digital. “Proactive identification of potential issues that also take the cost out of shop visits helps the customer and helps GE.”

It didn’t take long for GE engineers to realize that they could find interesting and unique patterns in the data. They thought the patterns of sensor data could be used to provide an early — albeit weak — signal of future performance problems and better predict when its machines should be scheduled for maintenance. In early 2013, GE began to use Predix to analyze data across its fleet of machines. By analyzing what differentiated one machine's performance from another — what made one more efficient, for example — GE could more tightly hone its operational parameters. “We're moving from physics-based modeling, where you create maintenance manuals based on generic operating models, to combining it with very high-performance analytics,” says Ruh. When GE combined the physics modeling and the data modeling, it found that, in Ruh’s words, it could “do what no one's ever done in the world before for industry.”

For example, in the last few years, GE started to notice that some of its jet aircraft engines were beginning to require more frequent unscheduled maintenance. “If you only look at an engine's operating parameters, it just tells you there's a problem,” says Ruh. But by pulling in massive amounts of data and using fleet analytics, GE was able to cluster engine data by operating environment. The company learned that the hot and harsh environments in places like the Middle East and China clogged engines, causing them to heat up and lose efficiency, thus driving the need for more maintenance. GE learned that if it washed the engines more frequently, they stayed much healthier. “We're increasing the lifetime of the engine, which now requires less maintenance, and we think we can save a customer an average of $7 million of jet airplane fuel annually because the engine's more efficient,” Ruh explains. “And all of that was done because we could use data across every GE engine across the world and cluster fleet data.” Johnson credits Predix directly with improving the productivity of these engines, as this would not have been possible without a robust data and analytics platform.

That same year, GE executives began to think there could be a market opportunity for Predix, much as Amazon.com Inc. created a market for its cloud-computing platform, Amazon Web Services Inc. “We realized that there were three developing markets for cloud platforms — consumer, enterprise, and industrial. Industrial was essentially being treated as an extension of enterprise, which we knew wouldn't work. There were no credible cloud-based platforms for industrial being developed, and we saw that as a potential opportunity for growth,” says Ruh. Why now? GE executives say the economics of amassing, storing, and running analytics on large lakes of data — pools of customer data that combine maintenance and repair data with time-series performance information — have dropped dramatically in the last 10 years, making the market viable.
The driving force behind taking Predix to market was the scope of the opportunity: GE determined that the market for a platform and applications in the industrial segment could reach $225 billion by 2020. GE spent a year evaluating the market, all the while using Predix 1.0 to further develop its offerings and collect internal and external feedback. The company built a team to develop the commercial version, Predix 2.0, and in October 2015 made the platform directly available to channel and technology partners as well as customers who could use the platform to build their own set of analytics. “We feel we’ve got it right for ourselves, and now we’re taking it out to customers and partners,” says Ruh.

GE has enjoyed success as a physical infrastructure provider, known worldwide as the company that “brings good things to life.” But that corporate identity is beginning to shift. “When we think about the future, digitizing our customers’ businesses requires a technology shift, a business model shift, and a skill shift,” says Ruh, noting that GE and its custom-

### INTELLIGENT PIPELINE

Two million miles of transmission pipe span the world, moving liquid oil or gas from its point of extraction to refining, processing, or market. In the U.S., 55% of that pipeline was installed before 1970. Pipeline spills, though rare, cause significant economic and environmental damage — as well as nightly news visibility — and pipeline operators are struggling to figure out where their next rupture is going to be. “Any given pipeline may have 500 pinhole leaks, but the question is, which leak is going to become a big issue?” says Haynes-Gaspar.

Pipeline operators don’t have a reliable way to gauge pipeline integrity. “They have multiple sources of data but no way to integrate it into one location so they can see and understand the risk in their pipeline,” Haynes-Gaspar says.

In 2013, GE researched the challenges facing oil and gas industry verticals and identified pipeline risk management as a significant market opportunity. GE subsequently began developing a pipeline-management software suite to provide operators with a single interface for accessing, managing, and integrating critical data for the safe management of pipelines. The first application in this suite was a risk assessment tool to monitor aging infrastructure.

In July 2015, GE deployed the new risk-assessment solution, which combines internal and external factors to provide an accurate, real-time, visual representation of where risk exists in the pipeline. “Pipeline operators previously have not had access to an integrated risk-management tool that considers the impact of external risk factors, such as flooding. Using the risk assessment tool, operators can see how recent events impact their risk and make real-time decisions on where to deploy field service crews first to assess impacted areas along the pipeline,” says Haynes-Gaspar.

The risk-assessment tool, with visualization and analytics running on Predix, has a straightforward interface based on familiar consumer applications. “We are taking some consumer-facing design methodologies and applying them to the industry, because that’s how people expect to interact,” explains Brad Smith, business leader for the GE Oil & Gas Intelligent Pipeline business unit, who says GE used Google Maps APIs (application program interface) within the application. “We need to make it very easy to use, and that’s the only way we’re going to get the organizational adoption to enable the knowledge transfer of domain expertise that’s leaving the industry,” says Smith.

GE is also pulling data from weather systems and dig-reporting services to give a more comprehensive view of the pipeline network. “We’re bringing different data sets together and enabling information sharing across organizations to help drive better decision making and management for safer outcomes,” says Haynes-Gaspar.
ers will need to optimize all three to be successful. Indeed, in the oil and gas sector, where customers have been struggling to improve productivity amid declining revenues, GE is using Predix to transform what it’s selling, how it’s selling, and who is invited to the negotiating table.

**Delivering New Services to a Conservative Market**

GE entered the oil and gas industry in 1994 through the acquisition of Italy-based Nuovo Pignone, a manufacturer of turbo machinery, compressors, pumps, static equipment, and metering systems. Just over 20 years later, GE’s oil and gas subsidiary has become a roughly $20 billion business, ranging from oil and gas drilling equipment and subsea systems to turbo machinery solutions and downstream processing. The company considers itself a “full-stream” provider, operating across the entire oil and gas value chain: upstream exploration and production, midstream transportation (via pipeline, oil tanker, or the like) and storage of crude petroleum products, and downstream refining of petroleum crude oil and processing of natural gas.

GE’s customers in the oil and gas market are known for being conservative, a necessity in the highly dynamic and sometimes harsh environments in which they work. “They wait for their peers to try...”

For instance, the potential impact of weather on risk management can be significant for operators with pipeline in areas prone to seismic activity, waterways, and wash outs. “Checking weather patterns along thousands of miles of pipe for rain or flood zones, and integrating that with other complex pipeline data sets, can be a challenging, manual exercise,” said Haynes-Gaspar. “What we’re doing is putting all the data in one place, so operators have easier access to information and so they can prioritize and address areas with the greatest potential impact.”

Other data sources include seismic, GIS, and geospatial information (i.e., proximity of the pipeline to high-consequence areas like hospitals, schools, and transit depots) and inspection data that identifies structural weaknesses. This data gets represented through visualizations with calculated insights for enterprise risk using current operator programs and accepted engineering practices. Specific factors of active risk areas are taken into consideration, highlighting recent operational changes over the network. Missing or incomplete data is identified and represented with color coding on a dashboard display.

GE expects a customer to initially benefit from having all of its data integrated. The next step is moving from looking at the active, current risk to a what-if calculation tool that will allow pipeline operators to run hypothetical scenarios; for example, if they want to adjust operating pressures or address particular areas of corrosive pipe. The visualization provides a color-coded “view” of how those actions affect their pipeline risk. “This will enable users to examine data in different ways, quickly locate areas of interest, and evaluate threats or remediation measures, allowing for data-driven decisions [and] safer decision making,” explains Smith.

The risk-assessment functionality also will help operators address growing concerns from the public and regulatory agencies. Current and pending regulations include process, documentation, data management and integration, risk, communication, and continuous improvement regulations. “Our management tool will make the path to compliance and safety management more efficient and easier,” says Haynes-Gaspar.

“We think these capabilities are going to change the nature of safety and productivity on these pipelines,” says Ruh.

GE went live with its risk-assessment solution in July 2015, with plans to target just about every major natural gas and liquid pipeline operator in North America and globally.
something new, and if it’s successful and they see there’s value in it without added risk, they jump all over it,” says Steve Schmid, GE senior product manager. As a result, GE runs pilots — lots of pilots. “I tell customers about a new product and a pilot we’re doing with a highly respected operator in their industry. They say, ‘Fantastic, keep us up to speed on your progress. Once you’ve got a product released, we want to know the results, and then we’ll be interested in entertaining moving forward with a proposal.’ But it’s difficult to take that first leap,” says Schmid. “However, those that do so are the first to gain an incredible competitive advantage in the market — and others are soon a fast follow.”

Jeff Monk, GE’s global key account executive for North America, adds: “In general, oil and gas companies like to keep things close to their chests. They don’t see a lot of value in publicizing the details of their operations — whether those be big wins or big saves. If a customer can save $100 million as a result of data analytics, that’s great, but they will be concerned about publicizing that because they believe stakeholders will think they might not have avoided those costs. Oil and gas companies have to come to terms with the market’s need for them to be more transparent, and the added value that data and analytics provide is relatively new, so that issue is somewhat mitigated.”

New Service Value Propositions

GE believes Predix can help the oil and gas industry address four of its most pressing challenges: improving asset productivity; creating a real-time picture of the status of an entire operation; stemming the costly loss of tacit knowledge from an aging workforce; and building an Industrial Internet platform that meets customer needs.

ASSET PRODUCTIVITY

GE had spent years developing analytic applications to improve the productivity and reliability of its own equipment, with oversight from GE global monitoring centers. GE’s strategy is to deploy these solutions and then expand to include non-GE plant equipment as part of the solution. GE’s work with RasGas Company Limited, one of the world’s foremost integrated LNG enterprises, is an example of that approach. RasGas’s LNG production facility in Ras Laffan, Qatar — where over 2,000 critical assets are installed — has the capacity to produce approximately 37 million tons of LNG per year.

GE’s equipment specialists and analytic scientists, who were already monitoring the GE turbine components of the RasGas production power trains, worked closely with RasGas operations experts to enhance LNG productivity overall, including the non-GE components. This close collaboration identified critical components, failure modes, and process challenges.

In an initial proof of concept, the team focused on three LNG trains. Their primary goal was to demonstrate that a suite of next-generation predictive analytics tools could enhance asset reliability and maintenance effectiveness while optimizing processes. In early results of the asset performance management (APM) solution implementation, the team identified areas of improvement to eliminate wastes in production on one of the trains, which will translate to a significant LNG production improvement. Today, GE and RasGas are working in conjunction toward a full-plant APM solution deployment at the Ras Laffan site.

OPERATIONS PRODUCTIVITY

GE wants to go beyond helping its customers manage the performance of individual GE machines to managing the data on all of the machines in a customer’s entire operation. For example, if an oil and gas customer has a problem with a turbo compressor, a heat exchanger upstream from that compressor may be the original cause of the problem. Analyzing data from the turbo compressor will thus only tell part of the story. “We’re selling equipment that sits side by side with competitors’ equipment. Our customer cares about running the whole plant, not just our turbine,” says Johnson. GE is in discussions with some customers about
managing sensor data from all of the machine assets in their operation.

Customers are asking GE to analyze non-GE equipment because those machines comprise about 80% of the equipment in their facilities. “They want GE to help keep the whole plant running. They’re saying, ‘It does me no good if my $10 million gas turbine runs at 98% reliability if I have a valve that fails and shuts my entire plant down,’” explains Dan Brennan, executive director for the Industrial Internet for GE Oil & Gas. Indeed, capital-intensive equipment such as gas turbines are already well-instrumented with sensors and data controls. “They’re well-protected to make sure they’re reliable,” he says. The supporting, smaller-investment equipment often did not warrant the cost of instrumentation and data gathering. But industry thinking has evolved as the cost of getting data from those less expensive assets has declined logarithmically, opening up a whole new world of monitoring by looking at the system not as a collection of critical equipment but as an ecosystem. For one pilot program with a major customer, GE is analyzing data on all their rotating and static equipment — regardless of the machines’ original equipment manufacturer (OEM). The first phase is on all 160 of the customer’s gas turbines across the world, even though only 40% of them are GE gas turbines. GE characterizes it as an “agnostic” solution.

How do the OEMs feel about having their equipment monitored by GE? Erik Lindhjem, executive product line leader for GE Oil & Gas, acknowledges that some competitors are more comfortable with the idea than others. “I think there’s an uneasiness for some of the GE OEM competitors about how the data’s collected and our reach into it. However, ultimately it’s the end user — our mutual customer — who drives the use of the technology and the data,” says Lindhjem. GE also points out that its competitors are quietly exploring the same strategy, albeit not by building it themselves but by partnering with other software providers. Siemens has entered into a partnership with SAP, while Solar Turbines, a Caterpillar company, has partnered with a startup, Uptake, to try to equalize the value proposition that GE is bringing to market.

Because Predix is an open platform, GE Oil & Gas Digital Solutions Business CEO Palmer emphasizes that GE encourages developers to write applications to support their own needs. “I can see a day in the future where we would encourage other OEMs, whether it’s a pump or a fan or a valve manufacturer, to participate in the Predix ecosystem and write applications for their own equipment and use the data to improve the operation of their own equipment,” he says.

In today’s oil and gas industry, operators seldom share data and collaborate with one another. “Operators view that data as a source of competitive advantage,” says Brennan. Schmid agrees, noting that oil and gas operators differentiate themselves by the way they operate: “They can buy the same tools, the same type of equipment. And they have very few choices in suppliers. We’re not at a point where they’re going to start sharing how their operational excellence gets them a lower cost per barrel of oil than their competitors. Today, the only cross-operator data they are interested in is baselining against their competitors on how they perform, but not sharing how they actually drive up their efficiency over their competitors.”

Brennan says oil and gas companies are unlikely to ever share data around their exploration activities, but he could imagine a day when they might be willing to share operational data. “Maybe five or six years from now, we’ll begin to see companies more willing to share data that could unlock new levels of collaboration across the entire supply chain. They might start to release pockets of data if they realize they can learn from each other and drive efficiencies back into the entire industry,” he says. One path forward would be by sharing anonymized data. Maybe. “I’m hopeful because I think that’s where you’re going to see the next tranche of value.”

GE has already begun to discuss the idea of anonymizing data with customers, but without much success. “We’ve said, ‘What if you could see how you were doing relative to everybody else in the industry on a completely anonymized basis?’ And everybody’s response has been, ‘That’s great, but my data
won’t be in the set,” says Haynes-Gaspar, though she, too, is optimistic that given time and perspective, the industry will likely come to embrace sharing. “Because the things that are differentiating for them today will change based on how the Industrial Internet shapes where we’re going,” she says.

**SUPPORT FOR AN AGING WORKFORCE**

A large portion of the oil and gas workforce — by some estimates as much as 50% — will be retiring by 2025, taking years and even decades of domain knowledge with them. “There’s a lot of knowledge in people’s heads that has not been digitized, documented, and built into practice,” says Brad Smith, business leader for the GE Oil & Gas Intelligent Pipeline business unit. He says some companies with multimillion-dollar operations are dependent upon too few individuals whose domain knowledge can be very difficult to replace, which will challenge the industry to maintain or improve workforce productivity.

The retirement problem is most visible upstream, during the exploration process and at the oil wells themselves. Ron Holsey, president of Rod-Lift Systems at GE Oil & Gas, explains:

> As we bring a well into production, the natural pressure of the reservoir makes the oil flow to the surface. Over time, that pressure subsides and operators need artificial lift to pull the oil out of the ground. The engineers in the field have 20, 30, 40 years of experience — they’re like pumping-unit whisperers. They can walk up to a unit, and they can hear it creak and groan and grind and understand the stress points. Today, if you’re at a university studying to be a petroleum engineer, you get maybe one textbook chapter during your four years on artificial lift. We just don’t have the next wave of engineers coming up.

To stanch the brain drain over the past few years, many companies have been forced to hire back retiring workers to serve as consultants — an unsustainable practice. Brennan says that the industry needs a way to capture and codify the departing knowledge. “But there’s also got to be a refresh so that you can attract new talent and arm them with tools, technology, and the capability to get their work done efficiently,” he says. “The tools that a 26- or 28-year-old PhD in petroleum engineering wants to use are fundamentally different than ones preferred by somebody who’s leaving the workforce,” he adds, noting that Millennials expect that cutting-edge analytics and tools will be available in the workplace. “When I entered the workforce, I had better tools at work than I’d ever had access to at home, but most of the employees we bring into GE have access to better technology than we allow them here, and we’ve been playing catch-up. The same thing is happening with our customers,” says Brennan.

GE hopes to use Predix to help its oil and gas customers fill the industry’s talent and knowledge gap, but there are challenges associated with trying to essentially supplant human experience with analytics. For one, the industry is extremely slow to adopt new technology. A related problem is getting engineers to trust the data. GE had well-analysis software that could determine if a pump was operating at its optimal range and adjust its speed to optimize production. Despite several case studies and a pilot on 30 wells showing an incremental gain of 1 million barrels of oil over two years, GE’s customers will not allow the software to change pump speeds on its own. “We still have to have the human intervention. Why? The customer and the industry are reluctant to adopt the new technology,” says Holsey.

**PLATFORM BENEFITS**

Predix was designed to be a software platform, not just a tool for collecting, analyzing, and managing sensor data. For GE customers, this approach is expected to have several benefits. The platform has open standards and protocols that allow customers to more easily and quickly connect their machines to the Industrial Internet. The platform can accommodate the size and scale of industrial data for every customer at current levels of use, but it also has been designed to scale up as demand grows. The number
and variety of Predix-related apps are not limited to what GE offers. Whereas customers may develop their own custom applications for use on the Predix platform, GE executives are working to build a developer community and create a new market for apps that can be hosted on the Predix platform. Finally, data security, a concern for many companies considering IoT applications, is embedded at all platform application layers: services enablement, data orchestration, and infrastructure layers.

**Transforming the Sales Process**

GE’s traditional sales model within the oil and gas industry has been big-ticket and transactional: Customers purchased machines, as well as parts, maintenance, and repair service contracts at fixed prices — what Brennan refers to as a tactical, product-centric sales model.

Adding Predix software to the mix has made the sales process more complex and much less product-centric, even though the new software represents a relatively small sell — a “tiny little sprinkling on top of the deal,” says GE Digital’s Johnson. GE’s salespeople, for instance, have to engage in more strategic conversations around solutions rather than product features. Software technicians are involved earlier in the selling process. “Now, when we sell an electronic submersible pump,” says Johnson, “the equipment sales manager brings along an application engineer who understands technically how that pump is going to operate in the environment in which it’s going to be placed. You need the same exact set of capabilities when you’re talking about software. You need to know how it fits into the overall solution architecture of hardware, software, and service. Your typical hardware sales leader doesn’t have the Predix domain knowledge to have that conversation for software.”

Not surprisingly, GE has had to address internal resistance to the shift away from a product-centric sales focus. “It was definitely a change in how our sales personnel approach customer conversations,” says Lorenzo Simonelli, president and CEO of GE Oil & Gas. “Instituting software-solution selling techniques required us to embark on both a training exercise and an effort to infuse our organization with software selling expertise, working with our GE industry experts who have held customer relationships for decades. Additionally, these types of digital conversations and sales decisions now involve new customer participants. We needed to understand these roles so each could become Industrial Internet champions in their respective organizations.”

GE is finding that its traditional buyer — typically a VP of operations or plant manager — is changing too, as increasingly the CIO now takes a seat at the table. In the past, GE’s salespeople never brought customers’ CIOs into the selling process; they spent most of their time in the production and engineering offices. But selling software is completely different than selling hardware. “You’ve got different stakeholders, like the CIO and the CTO, suddenly coming into the story,” says Johnson. Smith agrees that CIOs and CTOs are becoming critical stakeholders and have places at the table — though he still believes the decision making will reside with the COO. “Operations will define the requirements and agree on the scope because the IT teams will inherently not bring the domain expertise that their operational partners

---

**GE DIGITAL**

In September 2015, GE announced the creation of GE Digital, merging the digital capabilities from across the company into one organization. GE Digital integrates GE’s Software Center, the expertise of GE’s global IT and commercial software teams, and the industrial security strength of Wurldtech, a security company acquired by GE in 2014. Led by CDO Bill Ruh, GE Digital is responsible for explaining Predix and the Industrial Internet to its customers across the industries it serves, including oil and gas, power and water, manufacturing, mining, health care, transportation, and aviation. To make it easy for lay people to understand, GE developed a three-phase framework to explain how it works: Get Connected, Get Insights, Get Optimized. The tagline serves as shorthand. In the Get Connected phase, the machines’ sensors are networked to send data to the cloud where it can be collected into giant data lakes. Once there, the data can be queried — the Get Insights phase: Is the machine running or not? Have operational conditions changed? The sizzle comes during the Get Optimized phase, when GE uses sophisticated applications to analyze the data, looking for opportunities to make its equipment more efficient and productive.
have acquired through years of practice,” he says. “But the programs, large and small, will be governed, purchased, and project-managed out of the IT organization.” Indeed, Johnson says CIOs may end up being the true heroes of the digital industrial space: “CIOs are starting to wake up to the enormous opportunity they have in the operational technology space where they have traditionally not been a part of decision making.”

Though many of GE Oil & Gas customers are already familiar with the company’s software offerings, Predix adds another dimension to the conversation. “Generally we’re first met with, ‘Well, what is this Industrial Internet?’” says Brennan. Typically, a discussion around system architecture ensues. “CIOs’ concerns are around connectivity,” says Holsey. “The challenge is, instead of the old ‘rack it and stack it and have servers sitting in the client’s office,’ do I go to a cloud-based system?” Customers are starting to come around, particularly U.S. companies. “They have started to evolve from, ‘That’s the most insane thing I’ve ever heard of, putting it on a cloud,’ to, ‘Wow, it’s easier to maintain and I don’t have to worry about keeping my servers up to date.’ There’s more acceptance now,” says Holsey. However, he thinks it will take another three to five years to become commonplace: “Then, there won’t be a question of whether a cloud or not a cloud.”

GE sales teams were finding that one of the most significant value propositions they had to offer customers was the creation of data lakes that sit on the cloud and enable data sharing and analytics. “Today, those systems don’t talk. But with Predix, customers are able to have a data lake, their data in a central repository,” says Haynes-Gaspar. As a result, oil and gas operators with operations in disparate parts of the world can allow local operators to share vital, problem-solving data.

SELLING BY PILOT

For GE, a pilot is often an essential step of the adoption process. In early 2015, GE executed a four-week engagement with one of the largest global energy companies, which wanted to reinvent how it manages its “static” equipment — specifically, its storage tanks used during oil and gas processing. Like other producers, this company spends heavily on maintaining these assets from corrosion and other threats but because they aren’t instrumented, they are inspected infrequently, often once every two or three years. GE positioned Predix to help the customer rethink how it manages them. During the four-week exercise, GE’s designers met with the customer’s subject-matter experts, corrosion engineers, and reliability engineers. At the end of the four weeks, GE developed a software solution that took the form of a scripted narrative on a static set of screens. The customer used the screens to “walk through” how its reliability engineers could use them to better manage its static assets. Though the project was successful in its own right, it also offered GE a way to discuss future engagements.

GE hopes to have three more customers booked by early 2016 to run pilots — or what Brennan refers to as “lightweight proof of concept” — for Predix offerings. GE executives see the pilots as a way to bring customers onto the selling team. “To get anywhere in the oil and gas industry, we need help selling. We need customer voices out in the industry with success stories, or we’re just not going to come to the table with the credibility that we need. So we need to inspire our customers to want to do that.”

OUTCOME-BASED PRICING

Whether a customer buys an aircraft engine or a heavy-duty gas turbine, GE and the customer often arrange a 10- to 15-year contractual services agreement that allows the company to connect to and monitor that machine, perform basic maintenance and diagnostics, and provide fixed-interval repairs. If GE keeps the equipment running at a certain agreed-upon threshold, the company receives a bonus payment. Such outcome-based pricing may also be applied to coverage of non-GE machines.

Moving forward, GE will use a subscription model to commercialize its software, relying less on traditional licensing models. “We believe deeply in subscription models being the future, so we’re trying
to build subscriptions that are priced based on the value that they deliver,” says Johnson. “If we’re talking about taking cost out of the service agreement and providing a subscription to an app that has a set of analytics to help do that, then it’s outcome-based.”

Holsey says the pricing model is evolving from a capital expenditure that bundles equipment with service and software to an operational expense model. “We’ve got some customers that don’t ever want to actually buy the equipment. They just want us to come out and get paid based on production. It’s a service contract that wraps up equipment, services, software, and all the analytics,” says Holsey. He thinks it represents GE putting its money where its mouth is. “If we improve, say, their power consumption by X, we get $1; by Y, we get $1.50,” he says, noting that customers are becoming more open to this type of arrangement and to sharing the data necessary to establish the baseline measurements that makes the model work. “In order for us to leverage the analytics, customers are asking us to put a little bit more risk on the table ourselves, and that’s the difference that we’ve seen in the market,” says Holsey.

Where it can get a little muddy is in trying to assign value to what oil and gas operators bring to the table. “With a company like GE, our intellectual property is a very tangible asset for us. You can look at a drawing. You can see a piece of equipment. For an oil and gas operator, their intellectual property is the way they operate. So when they participate in a program like this with GE, we truly respect the fact that they’re giving us insights into their operations, and that’s really their intellectual property,” says GE’s global key account executive for North America Monk.

In agreeing to outcome-based pricing, customers will also need to cede some control to GE. “If we’re going to work with an oil and gas drilling contractor and commit to a certain amount of nonproductive time decrease, then we have to have some contractual agreements with both the driller and the contracting oil company on what levers we can pull. For example, what data do we have access to? What operational influence do we have in terms of calling for scheduled downtime?” says Jeremiah Stone, general manager for GE Digital’s Industrial Data Intelligence business.

For GE, its big bet on data coincided with widespread investment in the Industrial Internet. Global spending on the Industrial Internet was $20 billion in 2012. Analysts were forecasting that number would reach $514 billion by 2020, creating nearly $1.3 trillion in value.3

Both traditional information technology and operations technology players might have posed a competitive threat to GE’s emerging Industrial Internet business. But GE executives do not worry much about these competitors because, they say, these companies make moves that are highly visible. While acknowledging that big technology stalwarts are very good at analyzing historical data and in areas like artificial intelligence, Brennan adds that the work of connecting and monitoring large volumes of real-time data is not their core strength. GE’s manufacturing expertise, he says, is also a source of market advantage, especially against traditional IT companies that try to adapt their enterprise IT software to a heavy-industrial operations technology environment.

What Haynes-Gaspar does lose sleep over, though, are the nimble Silicon Valley startups that are creeping into the space — and have the full attention of venture capital firms. One such example is a startup that offers cloud-based production optimization solutions for the oil and gas industry. “These guys came to talk to us and they had just graduated with PhDs in advanced mathematics from Stanford and they told us, ‘You’re big GE. Why don’t you let us take the data and the analytics, and you guys can be the equipment guys.’ The hubris was breathtaking, but their company was valued for $100 million a year later,” says Haynes-Gaspar. They may not have GE’s billion
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dollars, but they received millions in round A funding, which, “focused in the right way, could get them market share fast,” she says. Indeed, more than $1.6 billion in venture capital has been pumped into the Internet of Things space, specifically to capitalize on software, data, and analytics opportunities. “It keeps me up at night, too,” says Brennan.

Despite GE’s $1 billion investment in the Industrial Internet, the company won’t be going it alone and wants to partner with startups. “We can’t do everything ourselves, nor should we. There are things that we need to be unapologetically awesome at, and there are areas where we need to partner,” says Haynes-Gaspar. GE wants to be “unapologetically awesome” at data and analytics. “That’s where we’re making our organic investment.” She cites oil and gas market and trading systems as an example of a space where GE does not have domain knowledge and therefore prefers to partner with companies that do. GE intends to build up a large base of partners and together create a robust ecosystem capable of managing every facet of an oil and gas operator’s operation through Predix. “That’s the vision,” says Haynes-Gaspar.

GE also has one very significant advantage over the startups: deep, established relationships with virtually every major industrial company in its competitors’ crosshairs. “Yes, in the past we may have been perceived as big and slow. We may not have had the same reputation as nimble startups out here in Silicon Valley, but we’ve got access to customers,” says Brennan. “With the establishment of GE Digital, we now have access to resources at a scale that will allow us to speed innovation around our customers’ biggest problems. We believe this combination of speed and customer access is one that our competitors won’t be able to touch.”

The Future

Simonelli says GE’s days of being seen solely as an equipment provider are drawing short: “Software puts us at the table as a true partner at the heart of the discussion around outcomes our customers are trying to deliver. We will be there for the entire life cycle of a project and solution for 20 to 30 years.” Undoubtedly, as GE brings more and more of its customers’ data under its management, new kinds of business models will be developed. “Instead of assets under management, the new metrics will become data under management,” says Stone. He envisions a future similar to the one taken by GE’s commercial financing teams. “They actually created a pipeline for the equipment businesses, by virtue of the capital business. We think Predix can play that role as well as we demonstrate the value of a digital industrial approach.”

“The race is on,” Schmid says, admitting that, realistically, GE is taking its initial steps on a very long road. “First, GE needs to be seen as a leader in the industrial enterprise software space.” GE executives believe the company can follow in Google’s footsteps and become the entrenched, established platform player for the Industrial Internet — and in less than the 10 years it took Google to reach that status. “I think that our investment appetite combined with the lessons that we’ve learned on the consumer side, we ought to do it in less time, but that’s a journey that we’re on. First we have to continue on our path to being a great application provider,” says Brennan.
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By now, the imminent onset of the Internet of Things isn’t a “dark horse” anymore. Nor is it a mystery that one of the biggest players in the emerging IoT game is GE. But most people aren’t just wondering whether GE’s IoT gamble will pan out in the end — they’re also wondering what playing a similar hand might mean for their organization. Fortunately, GE’s “big bet” gives us insight into four transitions stemming from the soon-to-be ubiquitous stream of IoT data.

Transition #1: The transition from reactive to proactive. The standard mantra of IoT goes like this: With countless of interdependent parts, something is bound to break, fail, or decrease in performance — whether it’s an oil refinery, a jet engine, or a small patch of material within miles upon miles of natural gas or oil pipeline, there is no question in anyone’s mind that entropy or the environment will somewhere create a breakdown in the system. The IoT’s ultimate raison d’être — one that GE is investing in heavily — is to give everyone a heads up on what specific thing will break and when its performance will sag, so that those who make repairs can be in the right place at the right time to avoid an Aliso Canyon-type equipment failure that leads to a natural, economic, and public health disaster.

The concept of anticipating isn’t new; organizations have long prepared for problems by preordering parts according to an average life expectancy, servicing equipment at routine intervals, or locating repair stations so that average response time is low. But GE’s work with sensor data underscores the depth of evidence that can bolster companies’ preparation as well as the breadth of interconnected organizations that can benefit from it — and those are the new factors that IoT allows. In the case, this depth and breadth let GE and others know the ways in which specific pieces of equipment and machines are not average, profiting by being precisely prepared for (or even preventing) adverse events — meaning, they spend exactly the time and resources needed to address them, no more and no less, in contrast to the outlays made by other organizations expensively over-preparing or cleaning up after a disastrous equipment failure.

Transition #2: Analytics helps organizations transition from myopic to holistic. GE knows that, best case, their equipment is a small fraction of the total equipment at a site, yet all of these other components work together with GE’s components. As processing, storage, and communication costs continue their relentless decline, it is feasible to gather data on more and more equipment. Combining data from more equipment lets GE help their customers avoid analytical myopia, where pursuit of isolated gains can distract from the bigger picture. For GE, this holistic approach prompted them to work to integrate data from multiple customers — even competitors’ machines. Unsurprisingly, GE has struggled with this step, as everyone loves the idea of benefiting from everyone else’s data, but is far less excited about sharing their own — a tragedy of the commons. The potential is there, but incentives are not well aligned.

Transition #3: Analytics helps organizations transition from physical to digital. GE has long been known for physical products — lighting, radios, televisions, turbines, industrial automation, motors, locomotives, jet engines, etc. But the company’s big bet on digital is, well, big. Huge, even. Moving away from a product-centric sales focus is a radical change — and it’s not without risks. Certainly the Predix platform offers GE another way to provide additional value. In GE’s case, a complete switch from atoms (physical) to bits (digital) is unlikely and unnecessary — the optimal solution will likely be a blend, where the physical and digital products create the most value by working together. If it’s done well, GE may create a virtuous cycle of physical and digital lock-in as customers embed GE components not only in their infrastructure, but also their processes. Done poorly, GE may find itself casting aside a century of experience to become just another cloud vendor.

Transition #4: Analytics helps organizations transition from people to machines. As society races to build smarter and smarter machines, not every retiring member of the “aging workforce” will be replaced by another worker, or at least not one...
doing the same job. This also isn’t new; the type of work people do is always changing. What has changed is the efficacy of ways to capture and codify the “departing knowledge” — which, for GE, starts with capturing vast data. Not all of it will be immediately usable or eliminate the need for workers. However, data and analytics will change the mix of people that GE needs going forward as more and more operational knowledge is embedded into algorithms.

So is GE actually making a “big bet”? Betting involves chance and randomness, and GE’s future in this arena is far from certain — so there is a chance this wager may be lost.

But it isn’t that simple. Betting involves both calculating the stake and assessing the odds.

Consider the stake: In GE’s case, the stake of their bet on data and analytics can’t be measured in isolation. The alternative of not pursuing data and analytics also has a sizeable stake. Refusing to go in this direction may not be a safe alternative, as data from devices has the potential to radically redistribute market power.

Now consider the odds: GE can do (and is doing) a lot to improve their odds of success. Instead of waiting to see how everything turns out, GE is working to minimize uncertainty. This work isn’t dramatic or glamorous. It requires vigilance with data governance, attention to details of massive infrastructure, and adjustments in culture. They show efficacy with small pilots, make a small change, and then show efficacy again. Every small step is work, but it adds up to advantage. In this way, GE is not only making their odds better — it’s also making the potential jackpot bigger. Thus, their IoT strategy is by no means a game of Russian roulette — it’s more like a fast-flowing game of poker.

What can other organizations learn from observing GE’s “big bet”?

First, keep in mind that GE isn’t starting from zero; they have an ace in the hole. They are building digital advantage from competence in complementary physical assets. Other organizations must carefully assess their baseline capabilities to know what their unique advantage might be.

Second, GE has paid their ante to get a seat at this table. The company has a history of exploratory initiatives around analytics that gave them the experience necessary to even consider these transitions. Other organizations must put in the effort required to build basic analytical capabilities.

Third, GE knows their cards, and they are not bluffing. Before putting in their chips, they learned what they were playing for. They learned from existing data about oil platforms to quantify the potential savings from changing unplanned maintenance to planned. They learned from consumer-facing Internet giants but recognized differences in their own context. They learned from using Predix internally to “tightly hone” their own operations before introducing it externally. Other organizations likewise need to learn where data and analytics could make a difference… and where there is less potential.

Sam Ransbotham is an associate professor of information systems at the Carroll School of Management at Boston College and the MIT Sloan Management Review guest editor for the Data and Analytics Big Idea Initiative.

He can be reached at sam.ransbotham@bc.edu and on Twitter at @ransbotham.
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